Yom "Kippur" Preparations [7th to 12th October]
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For those who require more knowledge about this please refer to the search function and find the appropriate article.

Now, this Rosh Hashanah has come to pass. What the enemy does during this is a series of openings and blessings on themselves. The real case where heavy black magick is done, is the Yom Kippur of theirs. This is where the rituals to transfer negativity to the Gods and to the Gentiles is going to take place.

Make sure to be up to shape for these days, spiritually speaking. Do not flatten your energy now and be like an empty dam on the 6th to 7th of October. At the 7th, and since we have done a lot of work until today, it will be a decent time to be 100% and start doing the Final which we have to do from the 7th of October to the 12th of October. These days will be intense, so pace your energies, and do not go into waste before this time either, as we have to be at 100%.

A 3 days [October 3rd to 6th] can be put in the middle so one can do proper cleaning, emphasize on the aura, and get their energy going for the next days, so to say. Do not allow yourself to get too low doing things too early. Be ready for the Yom Kippur fight days.

In order to make sure of the above, even if you have been doing sporadic or "whatever" types in your meditations, erratic schedule etc, make sure to try to get your meditations in a straight line for the next week. Aura of protection also. Be conscious and be alert.

What is great news is that we have been making tremendous progress and the enemy is not raising as much as possible. The main problem with them is their curses that they throw, and Yom Kippur is their central cursing date, where jews will obsessively whine and cry, project their negativities and criminal astral kvetching so that all Gentiles are punished for what the jews have been doing since forever.

The Ritual part is where the "Goat of Azazel", in personification of the Gods, will be cursed relentlessly. Azazel is selected as a High Ranking Demon and this whole ritual is symbolic. While Azazel is the "Name" of the Goat, the animal they are using is one of the animals of Satan, the Goat. Azazel Himself wants people on arms and prepared for this day. If you know Satanists that sporadically browse the forums or don't care, please share this message with them.

No Yom Kippur success means the jews will get 'punished' for their crimes, in the sense that all this day is about transferring all their criminal energy onto innocent Gentiles, who are always paying the price of what they have been doing for centuries.
We have to do, what we have to do. We will spiritually guard our Gentile people, our Nations, and pave a way for our destiny closer to the Gods, and away from this gathering of universal bandit pests that do criminal use of spirituality and plague innocents needlessly.

HAIL SATAN!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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